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Zn2+ to probe voltage-gated proton (Hv1) channels
H. Peter Larsson

is in a retracted, inward state, but in response to depolarizations
S4 moves outwards across the membrane and triggers channel
opening. But how far S4 moves between the resting and activated state, what constitutes the actual gate, and how does the
gate open in response to depolarizations are still questions that
are hotly debated. Cherny and coworkers here use Zn2+ binding
to WT and mutated Hv1 channels as a tool to further probe the
closed and open states of Hv1, and especially the possible different states of S4 relative to the other TM segments in an Hv1
subunit (Cherny et al., 2020).
Zn2+ is a classical inhibitor of Hv1 channels (DeCoursey, 2013)
and a physiologically important regulator of Hv1 activity in
sperm: high extracellular Zn2+ concentrations in the semen keep
Hv1 channels inhibited. However, the low extracellular Zn2+
concentrations in the vaginal tract increases Hv1 channel activation, which triggers a cascade that leads to turning on the
beating of the sperm tail (Lishko et al., 2010). Zn2+ is thought to
be mainly coordinated in mammalian Hv1 channels by two extracellularly located His residues: H140 in the S1-S2 loop and
H193 in the S3-S4 loops (Fig. 1 B; Ramsey et al., 2006; Sasaki
et al., 2006). Removing these two His residues almost completely eliminates the Zn2+ inhibition in mammalian Hv1 channels (Ramsey et al., 2006). However, other residues have also
been implicated in Zn2+ binding (De La Rosa et al., 2018; Qiu
et al., 2016; Takeshita et al., 2014). DeCoursey and coworkers
here find that, in an Hv1 channel with the two native His residues removed (H140A/H193A), introducing a His in S1 at position V116 generates an Hv1 channel with extremely high Zn2+
affinity (Cherny et al., 2020). This affinity is too high for just a
single His residue, so they searched for a residue that coordinates Zn2+ together with V116H. Mutations of an aspartate in
S3, D185, was found to reduce the affinity dramatically in V116H
Hv1 channels, as if Zn2+ is coordinated between V116H and D185.
The homologous residue to D185 has previously been implicated
in Zn2+ binding in mutant hHv1 (De La Rosa et al., 2018) and to
the closed state of sea squirt Hv1 channels in earlier studies (Qiu
et al., 2016). Thus, this residue might be involved in Zn2+ binding
in WT Hv1 channels as well.
Next, the authors set out to determine how Zn2+ inhibits Hv1
channels. For this the authors cleverly turn to monomeric Hv1
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Voltage-gated proton (Hv1) channels are membrane proteins
that conduct protons to remove acidic load inside cells
(DeCoursey, 2013). They are also involved in the respiratory
burst in leukocytes, important for the capacitation (activation)
of sperm cells, and even generate the up stroke of action potentials (like voltage-gated Na+ channels in neurons) in some
dinoflagellates (DeCoursey, 2013). Hv1 channels are closed at
physiological pH and resting potentials but activated by depolarizations and/or by intracellular acidification (DeCoursey,
2013). Hv1 channels are homologous to voltage-gated cation
channels, such as voltage-gated K+ (Kv), Na+ (NaV), and Ca2+
(CaV) channels (Ramsey et al., 2006; Sasaki et al., 2006). Kv,
NaV, and CaV channels are tetrameric channels (or have four
homologous domains) with six transmembrane (TM) segments
per subunit (or domain): the first four TM segments form a
voltage-sensing domain, and the last two TM segments from all
four subunits (or domains) together form the ion-conducting
pore (Fig. 1 A; Long et al., 2005). In contrast, Hv1 channels are
dimeric channels with only four transmembrane segments per
subunit (Koch et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2008; Tombola et al.,
2008), homologous to the voltage-sensing domain of other
voltage-gated cation channels (Fig. 1 B). It is clear that each
subunit of Hv1 channels contains its own proton permeation
pathway (Fig. 1 B; Koch et al., 2008; Tombola et al., 2008), but
how this pathway opens and closes in response to voltage is still
not clear. The work from Cherny et al. (2020) in this issue
provides more constraints on the closed and open states of Hv
1 channels.
Cysteine and histidine accessibility experiments (Gonzalez
et al., 2010, 2013; Kulleperuma et al., 2013; Morgan et al.,
2013), structures of the homologous voltage-sensing phosphatase (VSP) in different states (Li et al., 2014), a crystal structure
of a Hv1-VSP chimera (Takeshita et al., 2014), EPR measurements on Hv1 (Li et al., 2015), and numerous mutagenesis
studies and molecular simulations of Hv1 channels have generated different proposed models of Hv1 closed and open states
(excellent review in Randolph et al., 2016; Fig. 2). Despite obvious differences between the proposed models, all of these
models have in common the fact that the fourth TM segment, S4,
is the main voltage sensor of Hv1: at hyperpolarized voltages S4
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channels. Normally, the two C termini of the two Hv1 subunits
form a coiled-coil domain that keeps the two Hv1 subunits together (Fig. 1 B; Li et al., 2010). However, a dimeric Hv1 channel
can be turned into two monomeric voltage-gated proton channels by removal of the two C termini (Fig. 1 C; Koch et al., 2008;
Tombola et al., 2008). These monomeric channels are still

Figure 2. Different models of voltage-gating
in Hv1 channels. (A and B) Simplified cartoon
based on models of S4 movement in Hv1 channels from cryo-EM structures of the related VSP,
EPR data on Hv1 (Li et al., 2014, 2015), and His
accessibility (Kulleperuma et al., 2013). (A) Data
by Cherny and coworkers in this issue suggest
that a zinc ion (Zn) binds to V116H and D185 in
the closed state at negative voltages. (B) Zinc
has to unbind before outward S4 movement and
channel opening at positive voltages. (C) Simplified cartoon of Hv1 channels based on the
x-ray structure of the Hv1-VSP chimera (no
voltage applied). The authors assumed this was a
preactivated (nonconducting) state of Hv1
(Takeshita et al., 2014). (D and E) Simplified
cartoon of models of S4 movement in Hv1
channels from cysteine accessibility studies
(Gonzalez et al., 2010), leak currents generated
in different mutants (Randolph et al., 2016),
mutant cycle analysis (Berger and Isacoff, 2011; Chamberlin et al., 2014), and long MD simulations with applied transmembrane voltages (Geragotelis et al.,
2020). S4 is shown in red and S1-S3 are shown in blue. Approximate locations of important residues in the different TM segments are shown, e.g., V116 in S1 as
(S1)V116. Note that these cartoons are very simplified, and readers are encouraged to go to the original publications for more details about exact molecular
arrangements.
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Figure 1. Topology and subunit arrangements in different voltagegated ion channels. (A) Topology (top) and arrangement of the four subunits (bottom) of Kv channels with a central, common pore (made up of the
four S5-S6 pore domains, one from each subunit) and four separate voltagesensing domains (made up of S1-S4 in each subunit; Long et al., 2005). K+
flows through the common central pore. A similar topology and arrangement
are for NaV and CaV, but the four subunits are covalently linked into one long
polypeptide with four six-TM domains. (B) Topology (top) and arrangement
of the two subunits (bottom) of Hv1 channels (Ramsey et al., 2006; Sasaki
et al., 2006). The two Hv1 subunits are held together by the coiled-coil
formed by the two C termini (Li et al., 2010). Each subunit has its own H+
conduction pathway (Koch et al., 2008; Tombola et al., 2008). His140 and
His193 that coordinate Zn2+ in WT Hv1 channels are labeled. (C) Deletion of
the C termini (Hv1-ΔC) separates the subunits into fully functional, monomeric Hv1 channels (Koch et al., 2008; Tombola et al., 2008).

voltage-gated proton channels and function similar to the WT
dimeric Hv1 channels, but open much faster than the WT Hv1
channels (Koch et al., 2008; Tombola et al., 2008). Using these
fast activating, monomeric versions of Hv1 channels, the authors
find that Zn2+ binds with extremely high affinity (low nanomolar range) to the closed state of Hv1, but apparently not at all
to the open state. Surprisingly, the kinetics of Hv1 V116H
channel opening in the presence of Zn2+ is voltage independent,
whereas the kinetics of opening for WT Hv1 channels in the
presence and absence of Zn2+ and for monomeric Hv1 V116H in
the absence of Zn2+ is clearly voltage dependent. The authors
came up with a clever model to explain this, in which Zn2+
binding to the closed state prevents opening, and that Zn2+ has to
unbind before the channel can open (Fig. 2, A and B). Due to the
very fast opening kinetics of the monomeric Hv1 V116H channels, the rate-limiting step during activation in the presence of
Zn2+ is therefore the relatively slow, voltage-independent unbinding of Zn2+. In WT Hv1 channels, opening kinetics is still
voltage dependent in the presence of Zn2+, as if the mechanism
of Zn2+ inhibition is different in WT and Hv1 V116H monomeric
channels. However, this is just an apparent difference caused by
the much slower opening kinetics in WT Hv1 channels. In WT
Hv1 channels, the slow opening kinetics make the opening step
the rate-limiting step and, therefore, Zn2+ unbinding is not rate
limiting in WT Hv1 channels. Most likely, a similar general
mechanism of Zn2+ inhibition occurs in WT and monomeric
V116H channels (although obviously with different molecular
binding sites: H140 and H193 in WT and V116H and D185 in
V116H Hv1 channels): Zn2+ binding to the closed state prevents
opening, and unbinding of Zn2+ is necessary for channel
opening.
The most exciting finding of this paper is the additional
structural constraints that these data generate for the models of
the closed and open states of Hv1 channels. Even with all the data
we have at this point—the crystal structures of Hv1-VSP
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state than suggested here. The open state proposed here would
place the second arginine R208 at the proposed selectivity filter
residue D112 (Fig. 2 B), whereas other groups have suggested
that the third arginine R211, instead of R208, is at the selectivity
filter in the open state (Fig. 2 E; Berger and Isacoff, 2011;
Chamberlin et al., 2014; Geragotelis et al., 2020; Randolph et al.,
2016; Takeshita et al., 2014). The authors end by hedging their
bets by concluding that the two states identified here are at least
two states somewhere in the pathway between closed and open
Hv1 channels. So, the final say about the structures of the closed
and open states of Hv1 channels still seems to be something we
have to wait for in a future study. However, the present work
shows clearly that V116 and D185 are close enough in one of the
closed states of Hv1 to coordinate Zn2+ and that outward S4
movement prevents Zn2+ binding.
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chimera and VSP in different states (Li et al., 2014; Takeshita
et al., 2014) and the plethora of experimental data and molecular
simulations on Hv1 channels—there is no consensus about the
molecular structures of these states. For example, how do we
know that the x-ray structures of VSP (Li et al., 2014) and Hv1VSP chimera (Takeshita et al., 2014) are equivalent to one of the
structures of Hv1 in a native membrane? Which state—closed,
preactivated, or open—is Hv1 in the x-ray structure (it is assumed to be in a preactivated closed state; Takeshita et al.,
2014)? An open state is especially hard to identify by visual inspection of a proton channel structure or model: this is because
one suggestion for proton conduction in Hv1 channel is that
protons hop from one protonatable residue to another protonatable residue in a chain-like event across the protein
(DeCoursey, 2013). Thus, protons do not necessarily need an
aqueous pore to traverse a membrane protein. Mutagenesis
studies have their own drawbacks: mutations can alter the
protein conformation, cysteine accessibility is limited by the size
of the cysteine reagents, and structural conclusions are often
based on indirect evidence in mutagenesis studies.
Cherny and coworkers here propose that V116H and D185 are
close together and coordinate Zn2+ in the closed state (Cherny
et al., 2020). This is a different conformation than in the x-ray
crystallography structure of Hv1-VSP (Takeshita et al., 2014), in
which V116 and D185 are not close together (Fig. 2 C), but supports homology models of Hv1 based on, for example, the
structures of VSP and EPR data from Hv1 (Fig. 2, A and B; Li
et al., 2015). Cherny and coworkers further propose that, in
response to depolarization, the first arginine in S4, R205 (R1),
moves in between V116H and D185 (basically occupying the Zn2+
binding site) and therefore prevents Zn2+ binding to the open
state (Fig. 2, A and B). Based on these two new constraints, the
authors propose a model in which S4 moves “one click” in response to depolarization (Fig. 2, A and B). One click is defined as
the three S4 charges (R1, R2, and R3), which are spaced three
amino acids apart, moving outwards the distance of three amino
acids, so that R2 takes the place of R1 and R3 takes the place of
R2. However, this S4 movement would only generate around 1 e0
of gating charge per subunit, which is contrary to previous experiments that have found that the gating charge is more around
3 e0 per subunit in Hv1 channels (DeCoursey and Cherny, 1996;
Gonzalez et al., 2010). To make the gating charge in their model
larger, the authors refer to a mechanism that they proposed
earlier (Cherny et al., 1995) that, in response to a depolarization,
protons bind to protonatable groups (on the cytosolic side) and
unbind from protonatable groups (on the extracellular side) on
residues that are located inside the electrical field. This would
also generate gating currents and add to the gating charge
generated by S4 movement. However, another possibility is that
the two states suggested here are a nonconducting, preactivated
state and an open state, and that more deeply closed states of S4
exist. Data from other groups have been interpreted to suggest
that the S4 movement in Hv1 channels is larger (2–3 clicks;
Fig. 2, D and E; Berger and Isacoff, 2011; Chamberlin et al., 2014;
Geragotelis et al., 2020; Randolph et al., 2016; Takeshita et al.,
2014), which would be enough to generate the necessary gating
charge. It is also possible that S4 moves further out in the open
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